
Request for Membership Fee Reduction 

 

Dear LYMEC,  

Dear Congress,  

I am writing to you on behalf of The Young Progressives (MPS) from Slovakia the only youth 

political organization in Slovakia of a liberal party with a request for associate membership fee 

reduction.  

As you know, the economic situation around the world is in regress. This not only makes our 

options in engaging and organizing events and projects few but also strongly affects our planned 

activity in LYMEC. Currently our organization consists of 90 members with only around 20 

actively engage in initiating and organizing projects and events. Due to our inability to afford as 

much projects as we plan, many members of our organization lose hope and motivation to fully 

use their potential in implementing the ideas we have to offer the Slovak youth and to closely 

work with our partners for the sake of young people in Europe. Our organization is relatively 

new compared to some member organizations in LYMEC and still setting it’s place at home and 

in Europe.  

We also kindly ask to you to consider the following:  

1. The Young Progressives (MPS) doesn’t have its own office, therefore we use the office 

of our mother party (Progresivne Slovensko)  

2. The Young Progressives have little to no paid staff. This year in terms of our support to 

paid internships we were able to employ a graphics designer for our social media team 

however, that only for a symbolic annual wage of 50€.  

3. The Young Progressives aren’t funded by any public source nor do we yet have a stable 

budget from our mother party, therefore we rely heavily on the membership fees paid by 

our members which account for around 900€ a year.  

4. The Young Progressives as of this moment consist of 90 paying members. However, we 

expect a reduction in this number due to the financial difficulties we face.  

5. The Young Progressives is an Associate Member of LYMEC and as we plan to further 

work with our fellow member organizations and with the Bureau, funding comes as an 

obstacle. We have luckily been able to attend and participate in some LYMEC and other 

international events\projects. However, with the current situation we find it difficult to 

estimate how further can we keep up and develop our activities on an international scale.  

6. Although The Young Progressives have faced difficulties in the past in regards to paying 

our membership fees on time we have always managed to pay them in full. At the 

moment we fear this might be complicated in the near future taking into account that the 

due date of paying the 2023 membership fees is approaching soon.  

7.   

Considering the above-mentioned concerns, economic crisis the world is facing right now and 

with high rates of inflation coming in addition to the newly set membership fees, The Young 



Progressives fear for its financial state and is kindly asking the Bureau and Congress to approve 

this application for reducing the membership fee, for the year 2023, to 50€. This amount is 

affordable to The Young of Progressives and will be able to pay it on time without falling in debt 

like the previous year.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

Štefan Čikovský,  

International Officer of The Young Progressives 

 


